NAVIGATION FOR
EVERY JOURNEY
Trusted by Drivers to keep them Safe, Compliant
and Efficient, Every Mile, Every Day
Achieve fleet-wide efficiency and consistency,
by empowering your drivers with highly accurate,
safe truck-legal CoPilot® Truck navigation.
CoPilot Truck helps maximize revenue and
improve your bottom line by reducing fuel
use and operating costs.

Why CoPilot Truck Navigation?
E
 nsure accurate and safe routing by creating truck
routing profiles specific to vehicle dimensions and
load type
G
 enerate efficient and compliant truck-legal routes
L
 ower fuel costs by reducing out-of-route mileage
by up to 10%
R
 educe risk of costly bridge strikes and collisions
with truck-legal routing
Improve driver retention & recruiting by providing
drivers with an effective, easy to use tool

copilottruck.com

Keeping Your
Drivers Safe
N
 on-distracting, driver-friendly
user interface
C
 lear 3D and 2D map views
plus Driver Safety View for
at-a-glance instructions to
reduce in cab distraction
A
 dvance notice of upcoming lane
changes with lane assist guidance
and real road signage
P
 revent driver interaction
when the vehicle is in motion
with Driver Lock

Lane Assist

Keeping Drivers
Compliant

Keeping Fleets Efficient with
Lower Miles & Optimal Fuel Usage

 rofile options for the entire
P
fleet with settings for Heavy
Goods, Medium Goods and Light
Commercial vehicles
D
 etour function quickly identifies
an alternative truck-legal route
P
 osted speed limit display plus
audio and visual alerts notify a
driver when they have exceeded
the speed limit
K
 eep drivers safe and legal
with load specific routing based
on a variety of Hazmat types and
Prohibited Tunnel Categories

ClearTurnTM

ActiveTrafficTM

O
 n-board navigation for constant
access to reliable routing
F
 ast, automatic route generation
and re-calculation directly on
the device
O
 ptions to integrate with
workflow and dispatch
applications to prevent
incorrect address entry
and reduce driver stress
B
 uild single or multiple
destination routes and
optimize up to 50 stops

Truck Routing
Profiles

Integrated, Truck GPS Navigation
With options to integrate with leading transport management applications, CoPilot Truck
provides efficient routes based on vehicle profile dimensions and load type.

CPIK

SDK

Embedded integration options via
the CoPilot Integration Kit (CPIK)

Stand-alone integration alongside
other apps via SDK

A
 bility to embed seamlessly within mobile
business apps for iOS and Android

H
 ighly configurable and scalable
for any size fleet deployment

C
 reates a single App, ensuring a user
experience that is effective and easy
to deploy

P
 rovides total control of all aspects
of navigation

O
 ffers ability to overlay UX over the
navigation app

C
 an be launched from within
other applications
A
 utomatically close, hide and toggle
between applications

11:15 AM

11:15 AM

Driving Hours
Available

Daily On Duty
Hours Available

CoPilot Truck is Available on
the Following Platforms:
Android

iOS

Windows
Windows Phone Windows
Mobile 6.5 Windows CE

Empowering the Journey to Success
Align your ALK assets with companion solutions that
ultimately improve safety, efficiency and compliance.

PLAN.
Optimize Your Route

DRIVE.
Follow Your Route

ANALYZE.
Improve Your Route

Build Accurate &
Efficient Routes

Guide Drivers with Safe,
Efficient Navigation

Develop Post-Trip Route
Visualization & Reporting

Get a CoPilot Truck Demo: copilottruck.com
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